February 2019 RFP Addendum #1‐Questions & Clarifications (update 2‐4‐19)

Nampa School District No. 131
Request for Proposals
Elementary School Playgrounds
Addendum #1—Questions & Clarifications
As provided for in Section 2 of the General Proposal Conditions & Requirements for Elementary School
Playgrounds Request for Proposal due to the District on March 7, 2019, the following specification updates
and clarifications will supersede prior‐issued specifications or provide additional information as stated.
Re: Area borders
2/4/2019
Q: Will there be new concrete poured at each site? Can the asphalt be one of the borders or would you prefer to
have concrete poured against the asphalt?
A: Each site will require pouring new concrete borders. Each site will have pits that abut to existing asphalt, and
both pits at Snake River will abut to sidewalk on one side. We expect concrete borders to be poured on all sides,
and those borders can be poured against the existing asphalt and/or concrete. Where the borders will abut to
asphalt, we would like the asphalt saw cut so as to create a clean edge.
Re: Iowa pit size
2/4/2019
Q: Does the new pit for Iowa need to be 5500 square feet as indicated on the overhead view, or is that at designer
discretion?
A: No, the size and shape of the Iowa pit is at the discretion of the designer. The footage shown is for scale reference
and not necessarily a suggested size or shape.
Re: Park Ridge pit size
2/4/2019
Q: For the new pit area for Park Ridge, you show 8000 square feet. Is that your goal for the area?
A: We do not have a specific size goal for Park Ridge. The size and border outline shown is an approximate
identification of potential pit location, and for scale reference. The size and shape are not necessarily design
suggestions.
Re: ADA swing
2/4/2019
Q: ADA swings must be in a bay with another ADA swing or a tot swing—do you have a preference?
A: We do not have a preference and will leave this to the discretion of the designer.
Re: Swing preference
Q: Do you like disk‐style swings?

2/4/2019

A: We do not take a position on swing type; the proposal should offer whatever type swing the designer chooses to
offer.
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Re: Removal of old equipment
2/4/2019
Q: Will we be removing old equipment in addition to hauling away the old wood fiber?
A: The District will handle the removal and disposal of old equipment. Old wood fiber on the locations of new pits
will be the responsibility of the contractor.




Snake River will have wood fiber to be removed/hauled from both pits
Iowa will have wood fiber to be removed from the new pit; fiber from the pit being abandoned will be
handled by the District.
Park Ridge wood fiber will be mostly or completely removed/hauled by the District. Some wood fiber may
require removal/hauling by the contractor, should the new installation overlap a portion of the old pit.
This would have to be a site decision, at the onset of work.
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